Smart Rivers
Flood protection based on
the ‘DNA of a river’

The Smart Rivers concept
F o l lo w i n g a r i v e r ’ s ‘ D N A’
prevention with large-scale nature
rehabilitation.
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Despite the successes of these programs,
the quality and successful realization of
new projects remains challenging, also in
the Netherlands (see page 7). There are
always forces competing with the spatial
and ecological quality. This can lead to
the loss of the original concept and overexcavation of floodplains, even to a point
where activities damage instead of
improve the natural state of a floodplain.
Therefore it is critical to built projects
around clear landscape ecological design
criteria. Smart Rivers delivers such a
quality framework.
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To cope with higher river discharges
and prolonged droughts due to climate
change and the effects of human river
modification, we need innovative
solutions. Conventional hard infra
structure flood management solutions
– like higher dykes, canalisation and
dams – often have drawbacks and
don’t anticipate and stimulate a broader
ecological and economic development
of riverscapes. The Netherlands has a
long term tradition in combating floods
by creating more room for the river
(see page 6). This is done by digging
out original side channels, lowering
floodplains and allocating winter dikes.
In this way the Dutch combine flood
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Smart Rivers
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Smart Rivers is an ecosystem-based
approach that combines flood risk
management with floodplain restoration. Its central idea is that projects
in floodplain areas should always be
executed in line with the unique
‘DNA’ of a river system, such as the
geological make-up, morphology and
specific river dynamics.
This implies different solutions for
different rivers: whereas a lowland
river like the river Waal (the largest
Rhine branch in the Netherlands) is
characterised by large sandy side
channels, the smaller Border Meuse in
Southern Limburg has smaller, braided

channels in dynamic gravel flats (see
page 4-5). Smart Rivers translated the
DNA of ten different river stretches in the
Netherlands into practical design concepts.
These design concepts can be used for
river basin planning and decision making,
and for actual design and implementation
of floodplain restoration projects.
With a Smart Rivers approach we create
rivers that are much more resilient to
climate change and higher water levels,
while restoring their unique riverine
nature. Smart Rivers creates win-win
opportunities for landscape and
economy, for example in clay mining,
tourism and urban development.
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What is meant by a
‘different DNA?’
Amsterdam

t w o r i v e r cas e - st u d i e s

The River Waal
Nijmegen
Gameren

The differences in DNA and design
concepts for two river stretches in the
Netherlands are described below: the river

Waal (the larger Rhine branch) and the
Border Meuse, which marks the border
between the Netherlands and Belgium.

The Border Meuse
Borgharen
Maastricht

The River Waal
DNA: Large lowland river featuring wide
and flowing side channels as well as a
large capacity to transport sand. This
shapes rich morphological structures
and sandy levees.

By stripping away the
clay layer, old side
channels in the sandy
sub soils emerge.

Previous situation

Current situation

Figures Jeroen Helmer / WNF Living Rivers

Design concept: The realization of
new side channels by excavating the top
layer of clay, thus opening up old channels
and levees in underlying sandy base layers
(relief-following clay excavation).
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Case study: The floodplain of Gameren.
Delivery of a roughly 10-centimetre drop
in peak discharge levels and creation of
new habitat for many rheophylic fish
species (like Barbel, Snape and Chub),
birdlife, Clubtail dragonflies and numerous
‘river corridor plants’, like Large Speedwell,
Cypress Spurge and Brown Galingale.
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In the project of Gameren side channels were built in 1999.
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The Border Meuse
Photo Beeldbank RWS / Joop van Houdt

DNA: A middle-range, fast-flowing gravel
river, with meandering as well as braided
characteristics, a shallow river bed, gravel
plains, and small islands.
Design concept: By means of shallow
gravel excavation, broadening and lowering
of the previously strongly modified
(narrowed, canalised, and incised) river
bed towards its original width.
Case study: The restored floodplain of
Borgharen. Resulted in a 50-centimetre drop
in peak discharge levels. New gravel plains
created habitat for riverine species,
including many ‘river corridor plants’ like Wild
Marjoram and Proliferous Pink, blue-winged
grasshoppers, and the Natterjack toad.

Floodplain lowering trough shallow gravel excavation along
the Border Meuse near the village of Borgharen
Figure Maaswerken / Jeroen Helmer
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Elaborate descriptions of river characteristics and design concepts for Dutch rivers have been made available in a work map and
posters with sketches and infographics. Please visit www.smartrivers.nl to access this information (currently only available in Dutch).
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A shift in Dutch flood risk
management
a B r i e f h i sto ry
During the 1990s it became clear that
ecosystem-based solutions could be
a good alternative to conventional hard
infrastructure measures. An important
moment in this paradigm shift was
the presentation of the ‘Living Rivers’
strategy by WWF-Netherlands in 1992.
The proposal was to redesign Dutch
river floodplains to create more space
for rivers and regain key natural
processes. A key aspect of Living Rivers
was the restoration of original side
channels in river floodplains, through
a partnership with the clay industry.
Until then, clay excavation had been
considered a largely damaging activity
for river floodplains – a perception that
left the industry struggling for local and
national support. Through the concept of
relief-following clay excavation, thereby
uncovering former side channels, the
clay industry became a driving force

to combat flooding was considered
more sustainable, sometimes more
cost-effective and contributed to
a wider societal acceptance of the
program. At the same time the
ecological restoration ambitions
supported the goals of the European
Water Framework Directive and
Natura2000.

for ecological restoration. Agriculture
benefited as it was relocated to floodfree locations behind winter dykes.
This coincided with the Dutch National
Ecological Network programme, a
forerunner of Natura2000, to obtain
former agricultural land for ‘nature
development’.
A crucial trigger for the paradigm shift
were the flood events of 1993 and 1995
along the river Meuse and the Rhine
branches. Water managers shifted their
focus from higher dykes to creating room
for rivers to accommodate high water
discharges. This led to the roll out of
a several national programs of which
‘Room for the River’ was the largest and
most extensive one. In ‘Room for the
River’ flood safety and ‘spatial quality’
(including ecological rehablitation) were
inextricably linked. ‘Working with Nature’

New nature, new economy
Flood management programmes led to
a string of restored floodplain areas and
new nature reserves – all significantly
adding to river safety. The ecological
results were spectacular. Dutch floodplains converted from one of the most
degraded in the world, to rich and highly
valued natural reserves. Tourism along
the rivers boomed and some cities like
Nijmegen used the projects to boost
their urban and economic development.

Beeldbank RWS / Joop van Houdt

Historical courses of the river Waal

Design plan Millingerwaard
(flood safety and ecological restoration)
Figure Bart Peters (historical data Willem Overmars)
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Smart Rivers: why, what & how
H e l p i n g r i v e r pr o j e cts g r o w
clear-cut design criteria. Therefore,
in 2012, a cooperation between NGOs
and the Dutch national government
launched the Smart Rivers programme.

Smart Rivers: what & how?
Smart Rivers has captured the
Netherlands’ best practices since
the early nineties and provided the
required practical design concepts.
Apart from design concepts (“What
to do?”) the Smart Rivers programme
works on the question how to safeguard ecological quality in sometimes
complex projects (“How to do it?”).
Many projects start off with sound
ideas on the restoration of floodplains
and the improvement of flood safety,
but find it difficult to maintain set
quality standards throughout the
process of planning and implementation.
Smart Rivers collaborates with project
organisations, governments, water
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Despite the successes of programmes
like Room for the River and others, the
quality and successful realization of
new projects remains challenging, also
in the Netherlands. Political nature
ambitions have been gradually lowered
since the middle of the 2000s. The
objective of some new flood manage
ment programmes has been cut back
to mere ‘flood prevention’. In such cases
spatial quality and ecological targets can
become fluid or unclear, especially when
‘quality’ has to compete with strong
forces like cost-effectiveness, planning,
political wish lists or strong local
interests. This can lead to the loss of
the original concept, to over-excavation
of floodplains and even breakdown of
riverine landscapes.
Combining flood protection and river
restoration successfully, demands understanding of the river system at hand and
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Smart Rivers: why?

management bodies and private
parties to engage in best practices and
share expert knowledge. It provides
expert reviews, advice on river projects
and on-the-job training.

A network of global Smart
Rivers project?
towa r d s in t e r nat i ona l c oope r at i on

Various countries have gained experience
with a similar ecosystem-based approach
of flood risk reduction. Smart Rivers is
applicable to rivers outside the

Netherlands, provided that ideas are
built around knowledge of the unique
local and regional river ecosystem
characteristics. The objective remains

the same: to use a river systems’ unique
DNA to work towards more sustainable
water management, nature restoration
and a wide variety of additional benefits.

Are you interested to see if Smart Rivers can be applied in your river basin?
Please visit our website www.smartrivers.nl or contact
Bart Peters (bartpeters@drift.nl) / Daphne Willems (dwillems@wwf.nl)
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Smart Rivers is a joint effort by the following Dutch organisations and governments: WWF Netherlands, the Ministry of Economic
Affairs, the National Forestry Service (Staatsbosbeheer), OBN (government-funded knowledge network for ecological restoration),
the Ark Foundation, Stichting het Limburgs Landschap (a regional nature trust), VBNE (a cooperative association of nature trusts
and estate owners) and Natuurmonumenten (a national nature trust).
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